Green Pass

Mandatory for entry to all Federal entities for both employees and visitors
as of 3 January 2022
Green Pass

Fully Vaccinated Employees and Visitors

1. Entry is permitted for those who received both doses of any approved Covid-19 vaccine and booster shots and their status on Al Hoshn is **Green**.

2. All individuals who received two doses of any approved Covid-19 vaccine and booster shots must get a PCR test every 14 days to ensure the continuity of their Al Hoshn status to remain **Green**.

Exempted Employees and Visitors

1. Entry allowed for individual exempted from vaccination whose status on Al Hoshn is **Green**.

2. Individuals exempted from vaccination must get a PCR test every 7 days to ensure the continuity of their Al Hoshn status to remain **Green**.

Children

Children below 16 years old whose Al Hoshn status is **Green** are allowed entry without the need for any lab testing.
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Unvaccinated Employees and Visitors, or those whose Al Hosn status is Grey

1. Individuals who did not receive the Covid-19 vaccine are not permitted entry to Federal entities.

2. Individual whose Al Hosn status is Grey are not permitted entry to Federal entities given that their PCR test validity has expired.
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